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SUMMARY
After injury, a cascade of events repairs the damaged tissue, including expansion and differentiation of the progenitor pool and redepo-

sition of matrix. To guide future wound regeneration strategies, we compared single-cell sequencing of regenerative (third phalangeal

element [P3]) and fibrotic (second phalangeal element [P2]) digit tip amputation (DTA) models as well as traumatic heterotopic ossifica-

tion (HO; aberrant). Analyses point to a common initial response to injury, including expansion of progenitors, redeposition of matrix,

and activation of transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) andWNT pathways. Surprisingly, fibrotic P2 DTA showed greater transcriptional

similarity to HO than to regenerative P3 DTA, suggesting that gene expressionmore strongly correlates with healing outcome than with

injury type or cell origin. Differential analysis and immunostaining revealed altered activation of inflammatory pathways, such as the

complement pathway, in the progenitor cells. These data suggests that common pathways are activated in response to damage but are

fine tuned within each injury. Modulating these pathways may shift the balance toward regenerative outcomes.
INTRODUCTION

After trauma, healing mechanisms are engaged to restore

tissue to its pre-injury condition. The early response to

trauma commonly involves restricted blood flow, leading

to hypoxia, loss of neural and lymphatic networks, activa-

tion of cell stress responses, and apoptosis in cells unable to

survive this initial insult (Baker et al., 2018). This stage is

typically followed by inflammation, including accumula-

tion ofmacrophages and Tcells, which clear cellular debris.

Progenitors in the injured tissue then expand through pro-

liferation (Meyers et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2015) or dedif-

ferentiation of mature cells (Sousa et al., 2011; Neff 2018;

Tanaka et al., 2016). This expanded progenitor pool then

undergoes matrix deposition to replace the injured tissue.

Depending on the type and location of injury and the

means through which this repair is conducted, this repair

process can lead to regenerative healing or fibrosis, in

which aberrant healing leads to altered cellular and me-

chanical properties.

Many amphibians and fish have an incredible ability to

regenerate complex tissues and even entire limbs, such as

regeneration after tail amputation in frog tadpoles (Xeno-

pus tropicalis) (Beck et al., 2003, 2009; Kakebeen et al.,

2020; Aztekin et al., 2019) and full limb amputation in

the axolotl (Ambystoma mexicanum) (Gerber et al., 2018;

Nacu and Tanaka 2011). In comparison, regeneration in

humans is severely restricted (Douglas 1972; Illingworth

1974). In mice, regeneration is restricted to the distal third
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of the third phalangeal element (P3), resulting in regenera-

tion of the injured tissue, including formation of new

bone, skin, and connective tissue (Han et al., 2008; Simkin

et al., 2013; Neufeld and Zhao 1995; Johnston et al., 2016).

Across species, regeneration is mediated through forma-

tion of a structure known as the blastema, a heterogeneous

mass of lineage-restricted fibroblast-like cells (Lehoczky

et al. 2011; Johnson et al., 2020). Although the outcome

of de novo regeneration is similar to early stages of tissue

development, the genetic and molecular mechanisms

responsible for regeneration remain distinct from that of

limb development, even in animals capable of complete

regeneration of complex tissues (Gerber et al., 2018; Storer

et al., 2020).

Fibrotic healing is another mechanism through which

damaged tissue is repaired. However, unlike normal

regeneration, in which damaged tissue is replaced with

near approximations of their predecessors, fibrotic heal-

ing results in abnormal extracellular matrix (ECM) and

cell/tissue types. In the case of mouse digit tip amputa-

tion (DTA), fibrotic healing is observed when amputation

occurs at the second phalangeal element (P2) rather than

P3. After P2 DTA, bone heals through endochondral ossi-

fication, or mineralization via a cartilage intermediate, in

contrast to P3 DTA, which regenerates bone through

direct intramembranous ossification. P2 DTA results in

capping of the wound with connective tissue, preventing

further replacement of the amputated digit (Dawson

et al., 2017).
he Author(s).
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Under more extreme conditions, progenitor cells

mobilized for repair after injury undergo abnormal

differentiation. Such is the case in traumatic heterotopic

ossification (HO). In humans and mouse models, a

combined injury- and systemic inflammatory-inducing

event (e.g., burn) results in abnormal differentiation of

mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPCs) to osteoblasts, re-

sulting in formation of osteoid in the surrounding soft

tissue. In mice, this can be accomplished through tran-

section of the Achilles tendon plus an additional burn

to the back of the mice (burn/tenotomy [BT]). The result

is not only failure to repair the injured tendon

but also formation of HO along the tendon ends as

well as outgrowths from neighboring bone. Similar to

P2 DTA, HO is formed through a cartilage intermediate

and has been proposed to occur through differentiation

of tendon progenitor cells into chondrocytes (Agarwal

et al., 2016). Although the exact mechanism driving

this aberrant differentiation remains unknown, interac-

tions with inflammatory cells (Sorkin et al., 2020),

as well as mechanical stimuli (Huber et al., 2020; Dolan

et al., 2021) have been proposed to regulate the injury

response in models of regenerative and fibrotic healing.

Although the overall outcomes are different between

HO, P2 DTA, and P3 DTA, the overall processes have

several similarities. In mouse P2 and P3 DTA, the blas-

tema is derived from, and largely comprised of, Pdgfra-ex-

pressing fibroblast-like cells (Johnston et al., 2016; Storer

et al., 2020; Carr et al., 2019). Formation of HO

after BT has similarly been attributed to Pdgfra+ progeni-

tors (Agarwal et al., 2016). Cumulatively referred to as

MPCs for simplicity, these Pdgfra+ cells have been shown

to be beneficial and detrimental in various models

of wound healing, suggesting that their response and

differentiation may be influenced by intrinsic differences

among MPCs in different locations as well as by differ-

ences in their microenvironments. For example, Pdgfra+

MPCs in skeletal muscle have been shown to support

muscle stem cell expansion to facilitate myogenesis

(Joe et al., 2010; Wosczyna et al., 2019). However,

resident Pdgfra+ cells also contribute to fatty infiltration

and/or fibrosis after skeletal muscle injury, including

in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (Uezumi et al. 2010,

2011; Olson and Soriano 2009) as well as liver

fibrosis (Kikuchi and Monga 2015; Kikuchi et al., 2020).

In this study, we analyzed the initial injury response,

MPC differentiation characteristics, and inflammatory

cell interaction between regenerative and fibrotic

healing models. Understanding the factors guiding these

divergent healing outcomes could prove instrumental

for finding new therapeutic strategies to promote tissue

regeneration.
RESULTS

Progenitor cells and their lineage descendants show

a similar pattern of early transcriptional response to

Achilles tendon and digit tip injury

To assess the early injury response, mesenchymal

cells (MPCs and their differentiated cell descendants,

such as chondrocytes, osteoblasts, and tenocytes) derived

from the Achilles tendon at various time points after

BT (Sorkin et al., 2020; Pagani et al., 2021; Figure S1A)

were subjected to trajectory analysis and placed along a

pseudotemporal axis with the root assigned at the earliest

stage after injury (Figure 1A). Pseudotime position

cells isolated at each time point after injury were quanti-

fied relative to values obtained from a healthy, uninjured

tendon (Figure 1B). Similar analyses were conducted on

fibroblast-like cells and their differentiated descendants

(Figures S1B and S1C) derived from the regenerative P3

DTA (Figures 1C and 1D) and fibrotic P2 DTA (Storer

et al., 2020; Figures 1E and 1F) injuries. In comparison

with HO, both DTA models showed a more uniform tran-

scriptional response to injury, signified by a reduced dis-

tribution of fibroblast-like cells derived shortly after

injury along the pseudotime axis. To compare ove-

rall injury and healing, trajectory values were scaled

relative to uninjured tissue values (Figure 1G). Quantifi-

cation revealed a more striking transcriptional shift

from uninjured baseline in DTA compared with BT. After

the initial injury, the regenerative P3 DTA showed a

sharp restoration to near-uninjured conditions by

28 days after injury, whereas HO mesenchymal cells

showed a more tempered restoration, remaining

short of the uninjured state after day 42 after injury

(Figure 1G).

To understand the early transcriptional changes

that occur in response to the various injuries, we ide-

ntified genes that showed differential expression

across pseudotime (Figure 1) and subjected genes that

showed enhanced expression in the early response phase

to pathway analysis (Figure 2A). Several terms were found

to enrich across multiple injury types, including shifts in

bioenergetics (oxidative phosphorylation [OxPhos] and

tricarboxylic acid cycle) and interactions between cells

and their surroundings (ECM-receptor interaction, focal

adhesion). To quantify levels of pathway activation,

modular scores for selected KEGG terms were calculated.

Modular scores represent the average expression of a

defined gene list (Table S2) relative to random back-

ground. All injury types showed an increased bio-

energetic need, enriching for genes linked to OxPhos

(Figure 2A). Overlap analysis of genes specifically ex-

pressed in this early response to injury window
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Figure 1. Trajectory analysis of mesenchymal cells shows a milder response to injury and slower recovery after BT
(A) Trajectory analysis of mesenchymal-lineage cells from the injured Achilles tendon after BT.
(B) Pseudotime analysis showing recovery after injury. A red dotted line denotes the average position of uninjured cells, and a black dotted
line denotes the mid-point of the overall trajectory across all time points.
(C) Trajectory analysis of fibroblast-like connective tissue cells in the regenerated region after P3 amputation.
(D) Pseudotime analysis showing recovery after injury.
(E) Trajectory analysis of fibroblast-like connective tissue cells in the regenerated region after P2 amputation.
(F) Pseudotime analysis showing recovery after injury.
(G) Normalized scoring of recovery after injury over time.
The box (B, D, and F) represents 1 (lower), 2 (midline) and 3rd (upper) quartile values while the whiskers indicate standard deviation.
(highlighted in Figure 2A) showed substantial overlap

between HO and P2 DTA injuries, whereas overlap

between HO and P3 DTA as well as P3 and P2 DTA

existed to a much lesser extent (Figure 2B; Table S1).

Focusing on specific pathways activated early after injury,

P2 DTA showed increased expression of ECM receptor in-

teractors, whereas P3 DTA showed enrichment in terms

such as chemokine signaling, nuclear factor kB (NF-kB),

and hypoxia-related signaling (Figure 2C). These data

suggests that, although some conservation between

injury models exists, including an increased bioenergetic

need and increased matrix interaction, these injury

models showed altered levels of transcriptional activa-

tion, indicated by their distribution cells along

their pseudotemporal axis, after injury in addition to

injury-specific pathway enrichment.
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Axolotl limb regeneration identifies mechanical

response, WNT signaling, and inflammatory signaling

as divergent properties of regenerative and fibrotic

chondrogenesis

In contrast to P3 DTA, which regenerates through direct in-

tramembranous ossification (Fernando et al., 2011), bone

from the HO (Agarwal et al., 2016) and P2 DTA (Dawson

et al., 2016) injury models forms through endochondral

ossification via a cartilage intermediate. To better under-

stand the biology of aberrant versus regenerative chondro-

genesis, we next compared the transcriptional profile of the

chondrogenic trajectory branches ofmouse HO (Figures 3A

and 3B) and connective tissue progenitor and differenti-

ated cells from axolotl limb regeneration (Gerber et al.,

2018; Figures 3C and 3D). Genes enriched in the chondro-

genic branches from mouse HO and axolotl limb



Figure 2. Common and alternative responses of reparative cells to early injury
(A) Pathway analysis of genes showing enriched expression in early pseudotime after injury.
(B) Venn diagram showing overlapping gene expression in the early stages after injury (identified in A).
(C) Pathway activation of transcripts linked to ECM-receptor interactions, NF-kB, and hypoxia across pseudotime.
regeneration (Figure 3E) were subjected to pathway anal-

ysis. As expected, several biological terms were co-enriched

in the two datasets, including several terms linked to carti-

lage development and condensation, wound healing, and

ossification (Figure 3F). However, several biological terms

also diverged between the two models (Figure 3G).

Although mouse HO chondrogenic cells were more en-

riched for terms linked to fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

signaling and response to mechanical stimuli, axolotl

chondrocytes instead showed enrichment in canonical

and non-canonicalWNTsignaling as well as several inflam-

matory signaling cascades (Figure 3G). These data suggest

that, although chondrogenesis in itself may not lead to

aberrant repair, regenerative and fibrotic cartilage possess

a unique transcriptional profile that may affect healing.

MPCs differ by fine-tuning ECM production/

interaction and morphogenetic pathway activation

To understand the different fates of progenitor cells from

each of the injuries, whole single-cell datasets from time
points critical for cell fate determination were combined,

including HO day 7 (Sorkin et al., 2020; Pagani et al.,

2021), P3 DTA day 10 (Storer et al., 2020)/11(Johnson

et al., 2020), and P2 DTA day 10 (Storer et al., 2020) (Fig-

ure 4A). Although derived fromdifferent tissues and consist-

ing of progenitors with divergent differentiation potential,

anchor-based analyses placed allmesenchymal cells in a sin-

gle cluster, here calledMPCs for simplicity. After identifying

each cell cluster using marker gene expression (Figure 4B),

pathway analysis was conducted on differentially expressed

genes enriched in the cumulative MPC cluster relative to

other cells present across all injury sites (Figure 4C). To

confirm a specific regulation of identified KEGG pathways,

modular scores were calculated (see Table S2 for gene lists).

All MPCs across the injury types enriched for biological

pathways linked to ECM organization and wound healing

as well as transcriptional regulation of genes in the trans-

forming growth factor b (TGF-b) and WNT signaling

pathways compared with other cell types present in the

repair environment (Figure 4D). MPCs shared a common
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Figure 3. Comparison of chondrogenesis under fibrotic and regenerative conditions
(A) Trajectory analysis of the mouse HO time course revealed a secondary branch enriched for late-stage cells.
(B) Expression of the chondrogenic marker Comp in the chondrogenic branch of the HO dataset.
(C) Trajectory analysis of connective tissue cells from the axolotl dataset after limb amputation, with the chondrogenic arm circled.
(D) Expression of the chondrogenic marker SULF2 in the chondrogenic branch of the axolotl dataset.
(E) Branching analysis gene expression of chondrogenic arms from the mouse HO and axolotl limb amputation datasets.
(F) Overlapping pathways enriched in the chondrogenic arms of both mouse HO and Axolotl limb.
(G) Divergent pathways enriched in the chondrogenic arms of mouse HO or axolotl limb regeneration.
phenotype of being mass producers of matrix components,

notably enriching in fibrillar collagen production and, to a

lesser extent, ECM components and modifiers (Figure 4E;

Table S4). These data suggest that, regardless of injury

type, the function of MPCs is to begin the tissue repair pro-

cess through deposition of new matrix components and

that this process occurs through regulation of common

morphogenetic pathways such as WNT and TGF-b.
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Although many aspects of MPC biology were conserved

across injury MPCs, we next sought to better understand

what made each injury environment unique (Figure 5A).

After normalizing for dataset depth and the relatively

high number of HO cells in this merged dataset, cluster dis-

tribution showed slight enrichment (defined as a deviation

from the expected one-third expectation) for neural-like

cells and MPCs in the regenerative P3 DTA, whereas



Figure 4. MPCs from various injury models show a common transcriptional response to facilitate injury repair/regeneration
(A) UMAP projection of all cells recovered after injury from models of heterotopic ossification (HO; day 7) or digit tip amputation (DTA) at
P2 (day 10) or P3 (days 10–11).
(B) Violin plots showing marker gene expression used to identify mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPCs; Pdgfra), endothelial cells (ECs;
Emcn), smooth muscle cells (SMCs; Rgs5), neural-derived cells (Sox10), skin fibroblasts (SFs; Krt14), macrophages (Macs; Aif1), or T cells
(Cd2).
(C) GO term and KEGG gene enrichment analysis of DEGs in the MPC population.
(D) Module scoring of KEGG terms found to be differentially regulated in the MPC population.
(E) Heatmap expression of matrix components and interactors across clusters.
macrophages appeared to be overrepresented in the fibrotic

HO and P2DTAmodels. P2DTA also showed strong enrich-

ment in T cell recruitment in the injury environment in

addition to high levels of skin fibroblasts, likely indicating

an artifact of the surgical microdissection technique used

for sample isolation (Figure 5B). Looking at the MPC-en-

riched pathways identified above, differential analyses sug-

gest that, although these pathways may be conserved rela-
tive to other cell types in the injury environment, each

pathway is fine-tuned in MPCs from each injury type (Fig-

ure 5C). HOMPCs showed high expression of TGF-b activa-

tors and minimal expression of pathway inhibitors likely

driving previously observed chondrogenesis. In contrast,

and consistent with regenerative chondrogenesis observed

in axolotl limb regeneration, P3 DTA MPCs showed rela-

tively strong activation of WNT signaling in addition to
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2334–2348 j October 11, 2022 2339
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relatively high expression of transcripts linked to assembly

of focal adhesions relative to MPCs from other injury con-

ditions. Comparatively, P2 DTA MPCs showed high levels

of ECM interaction and Hippo pathway activation (Fig-

ure 5C). Focusing exclusively on the MPC cluster, differen-

tial gene expression revealed a large portion of uniquely

regulated genes in the MPCs from each injury type. Differ-

entially expressed genes (DEGs) revealed greater similarity

between MPCs of the HO tendon and the P2 DTA and

then between P3 and P2 DTA MPCs (Figure 5D; Table S3),

reminiscent of the results in Figure 2B, which showed a

more similar early response to injury between HO and P2

DTA. These data suggest that injury response and healing

outcome, rather than injury type or anatomical site of

origin, may be more prominent drivers of transcriptional

changes. Although noted previously that MPCs are major

matrix producers, each injury was associated with a unique

set of matrix components (Figure 5E). HO was preferen-

tially enriching for ECM modifiers, P3 DTA for ECM com-

ponents, and P2 DTA for fibrillar collagens and ECM recep-

tors. Production of matrix components linked previously

to P3 DTA regeneration (Storer et al., 2020) were confirmed

to be produced by MPCs in the HO site by staining the

mesenchymal lineage mouse Pdgfra-CreER;Rosa-tdTomato

with antibodies against FBN2 and LTBP2 (Figure 5F). To

support our computational results, we specifically looked

at the expression profiles of the ECM component ACAN

and the ECM modifiers LOX and LOXL2 (Figure 5G).

ACAN was found to be robustly expressed by MPCs in the

HO, whereas relatively low levels were observed in the P3

DTA blastema (Figure 5H). P2 DTA showed production of

ACAN in hypertrophic chondrocytes, identified by their

large, round shape (Figure 5H), but these cells are poorly

incorporated into single-cell droplets and were most likely

absent/rarely abundant in the single-cell dataset. Consis-

tent with gene expression analysis, immunofluorescence

showed robust production of the ECM modifier LOX and,
Figure 5. Differential analysis shows alternative activation of mo
(A) UMAP projection of all cells recovered after injury frommodels of H
type.
(B) Relative proportion of each cluster comprised of each injury type
(C) Module scoring of KEGG terms shown to be enriched in MPCs relat
(D) DEGs in the MPCs between each of the 3 injuries.
(E) Heatmap expression of matrix components and interactors in MPC
(F) Immunofluorescence of ECM components (green), overlaid with PD
in the blastema.
(G) Violin plots of select matrix components and modifiers.
(H) Immunofluorescence of ACAN (green) in the HO (day 7), P3 DTA (
with PDGFRa-CreER;Rosa-tdTomato (red) to identify the MPC populatio
(I) Immunofluorescence of the matrix modifiers LOX and LOXL2 (gree
models.
HO images are co-stained with PDGFRa (red) to identify the MPC pop
to a lesser extent, LOXL2 in day 7 HO samples (Figure 5I).

Inversely, day 10 P3 DTA blastema showed more wide-

spread production of LOXL2, with LOX production more

restricted to the proximal blastema region. Day 10 P2

DTA showed a similar staining profile as HO,with LOXpro-

duced at higher levels than LOXL2, although both ECM

modifiers were present to a lesser extent than observed in

HO. Overall, these results confirm that, although MPCs

across all injury types share a common transcriptional pro-

file related to matrix production and pathwaymodulation,

these conserved pathways are fine tuned in each injury de-

pending on the level of damage and the healing outcome.

Injury-specific inflammatory pathway activation in

MPCs and immune cells are driven by altered cell-cell

communication

Overall communication between cell types was evaluated

in a pairwise fashion (Figure 6A), with line color indicating

enrichment in the color-matched injury type labeled above

and line thickness indicating the strength of change in

overall signaling strength. Overall, HO showed the stron-

gest predicted communication strength between MPCs

(cluster 1) and macrophages (cluster 6) and T cells (cluster

7) compared with either DTA model. P2 DTA showed pref-

erential MPC-macrophage signaling, whereas P3 DTA

favored MPC-T cell signaling. In terms of immune cell-

MPC signaling, P2 DTA showed the strongest communica-

tion betweenmacrophages andMPCs, whereas HO showed

the greatest strength in T cell-to-MPC signaling. Similar to

MPC-to-immune cell communication, immune cell-to-

MPC signaling was low in P3 DTA, with P2 DTA showing

the strongest macrophage-MPC signaling, whereas HO

showed the strongest T cell-MPC signaling. It is also

interesting that, in comparison with MPC-immune cell

crosstalk, P2 DTA MPCs showed the weakest self-signaling

in the MPC cluster. To characterize shifts in immune cell

populations affecting this MPC-immune cell crosstalk,
rphogenetic and ECM transcripts between injury types
O (day 7), or DTA at P2 (day 10) or P3 (days 10–11), colored by injury

, corrected for batch size.
ive to other cell types in the injury environment.

s across injury types.
GFRa-CreER;Rosa-tdTomato (red), shown previously to be expressed

day 10), and P2 DTA (day 10) injury models. HO images are overlaid
n.
n) in the HO (day 7), P3 DTA (day 10), and P2 DTA (day 10) injury

ulation. Scale bars, 50 mm.
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Figure 6. MPC-immune cell crosstalk after regenerative and fibrotic injuries
(A) Pairwise, strength-weighted interaction map between HO, P3 DTA, and P2 DTA, showing preferential signaling between each cluster
from UMAP generated in Figure 4A. Line color denotes increased strength in the injury matching the color label above. The weight of a line
denotes change in interaction strength, with thicker lines representing larger changes in interaction strength.
(B) Enriched ligand-receptor pairs used for MPC-to-immune cell communication.
(C) Violin plots showing differential expression of ligands in MPCs (left) and receptors in immune cell populations (right).
macrophages from the three injury models were analyzed

(Figure S2). Although no significant differences were

observed in average macrophage activation, HO and P3

DTA showed a significantly greater distribution in values,

whereas P2 DTA macrophages were highly uniform

(Figure S2A). Assessment of macrophage polarization

showed HO and P2 DTA to be significantly biased toward

a more polarized state, whereas P3 DTA macrophages

significantly skewed toward a more non-polarized state

(Figure S2B). Overall characterization indicated a high

abundance of mature, polarized M1-like and M2-like mac-

rophages in the HO site (Figure S2C). In comparison, P3

DTA showed a high prevalence of pre-activation and

transitional macrophages, with P2 DTA showing an inter-

mediate response with high levels of transitional and

M1-like macrophages.

Focusing on MPC-to-immune cell communication,

several predicted ligand-receptor pairs were identified to

mediate this crosstalk (Figure6B).Althoughseveral signaling

networks were present to some extent across all injury envi-

ronments (e.g., Cxcl12-Cxcr4), others showed a clear speci-
2342 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2334–2348 j October 11, 2022
ficity for only some injury conditions (e.g., Tgfb1-Tgfbr1/2

between MPCs and macrophages was only present in P3

DTA). This was confirmed using violin plots, which show

divergent expression of ligands and receptors across injury

types (Figure 6C). These results included preferential expres-

sion of Cxcl12 in HO MPCs, Mif in fibrotic HO and P2 DTA

MPCs, andMdk in the regenerative P3 DTAMPCs.

Conducting differential expression of predicted ligands

between injury sites showed a consistent finding of injury-

specific signaling (Figure 7A). Looking at predicted down-

stream signaling of the identified differentially expressed

ligands (Figure 7B), pathway analysis showed alternative

regulation of several prominent inflammatory pathways.

Looking at overall activation of these pathways in MPCs

and immunecells usingmodule scoring (Table S2),we found

a clear and distinct pattern of inflammatory pathway

activation not only in immune cells but also in MPCs

themselves (Figure 7C). P2 DTA showed high levels of in-

flammatory pathway activation in immune cells, but only

Toll-like receptor signaling appeared to be enriched in the

MPCs. In contrast, P3 DTA showed relatively high levels of



Figure 7. MPCs show differential activation of inflammatory cascades after injury
(A) Differentially enriched ligands derived from MPC clusters.
(B) Comparison of ligands and predicted downstream targets alternatively expressed in HO versus DTA (P3).
(C) Inflammatory pathway module scoring in MPCs, Macs, and T cells. Dots are scaled individually between clusters.
(D) Violin plot showing expression of C3 in HO, P3 DTA, and P2 DTA MPCs.
(E) Immunofluorescence imaging of C3 in HO, P3 DTA, and P2 DTA mouse models.
HO images are overlaid with PDGFRa-CreER;Rosa-tdTomato (red) to identify the MPC population. Scale bars, 50 mm.
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inflammatory pathway activation in the MPCs, including

NF-kB, interleukin-1 (IL-1), IL-6/10, and tumor necrosis fac-

tor alpha (TNF-a) (Figure 7C). Although inflammation is a

major instigator, only the classic complement pathway

was enriched inHOcomparedwith theDTAmodels. To vali-

date this increased compliment activation, we analyzed the

complement component C3 in HO, P3 DTA, and P2 DTA

models. In our single-cell datasets, C3 was found to be pri-

marily expressed in HO MPCs (Figure 7D). This prefe-

rentially enrichment in HO was confirmed using immuno-

fluorescent staining, which showed robust labeling of C3

throughout the HO site, including Pdgfra-CreER;tdTomato-

positiveMPCs (Figure7E). In comparison,minimalC3 stain-

ingwas detected in thefibroblasts 10days after P3orP2DTA.

These data suggest that outcomes between regenerative P3

DTA and fibrotic HO and P2 DTA models differ not only at

the MPC level but also in the overall cellular crosstalk in

the injury site and that the inflammationmay differentially

and directly affect MPC fate and function in each injury

environment.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we present data delineating the response after

injury and how changes in the injury environment dictate

regenerative or fibrotic healing. Our data indicate a com-

mon trajectory of cells in the injury site to return to an un-

injured transcriptional state, regulating common cell func-

tions such as bioenergetics and interactions with the ECM

and/or other cells. Focusing on the critical phase of cell fate

determination, MPCs showed unique responses to major

morphogens such as TGF-b and WNTs and were the major

producers of most matrix components. Although comm-

only enriched in MPCs across all injuries, the extent of

morphogenetic pathway activation andmatrix production

is tightly titrated between the different injury types. Even

when analyzing the differences in MPC clusters, P2 DTA

MPCs have more in common transcriptionally with HO

MPCs than MPCs derived from the neighboring P3 ampu-

tation. These data support the notion that, although each

of the various injuries include a unique set of progenitor

cells pre-disposed toward differentiation toward certain lin-

eages (e.g., chondrocytes, osteoblasts, tenocytes, etc.),

outcome rather than anatomical site is a larger determinant

of transcriptional response at this critical healing stage.

Finally, we show that these transcriptional differences in

MPCs of HO and P2 and P3 DTA extend to the inflamma-

tory nature of the injury, not only in the mesenchymal-

to-immune cell crosstalk but also activation of inflamma-

tory pathways in the MPCs themselves.

Following injury, trajectory analyses demonstrated a

strong transcriptional response in MPCs, consistent with
2344 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2334–2348 j October 11, 2022
a dramatic change to the injury environment. In compari-

son with the steep and coordinated response to injury

observed in the DTA model, BT resulted in a more modest

transcriptional change. The reduced severity may reflect

the fact that a single tendon injury is less severe than the

severing of bone, skin, nail, and connective tissue occur-

ring in the DTA model. Although the overall injury may

be less severe, HO MPCs showed a wide variation in tran-

scriptional response. This variation may be in part due to

the fact that no healthy tissue resides in the regenerated re-

gion of the DTA models, whereas analysis of the HO site is

likely to include uninjured tendon tissue. Signaling cues

are likely derived from several sources in the HO model,

including the underlying periosteum and the neighboring

severed tendon ends, whereas the DTA model likely repre-

sents a more uniform signaling gradient derived from the

bone stump/nail bed and, later, the closing wound epid-

ermis. Therefore, it will be of keen future interest to under-

stand the contribution of each of these surrounding tissues

to the overall signaling in the healing environment and

how these microdomains may contribute to cell fate in

each of the injury models.

Next we sought to compare the genetic profiles of

MPCs involved in DTA repair and HO formation at the crit-

ical stages of cell fate determination. These analyses

demonstrate that, although derived from different tissue

regions, MPCs from each of the injury site have common

characteristics of high ECM interaction, upregulation of

morphogen-mediated signaling, and striking production

of reparative ECM components. MPCs from each injury

type showed a unique ECM profile, with HOMPCs heavily

expressing ECM modifiers, P3 DTA MPCs producing more

ECM components, and P2 DTA producing more fibrillar

collagens and ECM receptors. Although the intramembra-

nous nature of P3 DTA formation may partially explain

some of these differences, the strong divergence in matrix

production between the endochondral HO and P2 DTA in-

juries suggests thatmorework is needed to understandhow

these differential matrix constituents may contribute to

healing outcomes. Probing for expression of several matrix

components that are critical for DTA repair (Storer et al.,

2020), we found that HO MPCs produced FBN2 and

LTBP2 during ectopic bone formation. Previous sequ-

encing results have also shown these same matrix compo-

nents as being upregulated after femur fracture in the

mouse, suggesting that these markers may be broadly

important for bone wound repair (Coates et al., 2019).

Finally, we show that the crosstalk between progenitors

and immune cells is highly altered in the different injury

regions. Macrophages have known critical roles in injury

healing, including in P3 DTA and HO injuries. Analyses

of macrophages across the 3 injuries showed a high preva-

lence of mature, polarized macrophages with the HO site,



consistent with a highly inflammation-driven process (Sor-

kin et al., 2020). In contrast, macrophages in the P3 DTA

were present in a more pre-activation or transitional state,

consistent with amore controlled, pro-regenerative inflam-

matory environment (Simkin et al., 2017). Our data suggest

a stronger interaction between MPCs and immune cells in

our fibrotic healing models relative to the regenerative P3

DTA injury. Interaction studies identified injury, fibrotic,

and regeneration-specific MPC-derived factors through

which this MPC-immune cell crosstalk was executed.

CXCL12 is a known recruiter of Cxcr4-expressing immune

cells and was found to be robustly expressed in theMPCs at

the site of HO. This high expression likely contributes to

the strong and prolonged levels of inflammation in the

BT injury site, necessary for HO formation. In contrast to

HO, P2 DTA MPCs showed enriched expression of Il1b.

Although IL-1b is typically thought of as a pro-inflamma-

tory cytokine produced by macrophages, IL-1 signaling

has also been shown to induce innate inflammation (Di-

narello 2018), potentially contributing not only to the

aberrant healing in P2 DTA but also to the increased prev-

alence of T cells in this injury model. Although sharing

several injury-specific crosstalk mechanisms, commonal-

ities were also observed across fibrotic injury models,

including increased expression of Mif. Mif expression has

been linked to inflammatory disorders such as sepsis as

well as organ pathologies such as fibrosis (Jankauskas

et al., 2019), with Mif-mediated signaling in macrophages

associated with polarization of M0 or M2 subtypes into

their more pro-inflammatory M1 state (Figueiredo et al.,

2018). In contrast to the more pro-inflammatory markers,

MPCs derived from a P3 DTA injury showed elevated

signaling via Mdk. MDK signaling through macrophage

LRP1 helps attenuate pro-inflammatory macrophage acti-

vation (Mantuano et al., 2016), whereas signaling through

NCLmay help macrophages recognize apoptotic cells (Hir-

ano et al., 2005). One limitation of these analyses is the fact

that, although these cell types may indeed have the ability

to communicate, their proximity may be insufficient for

this crosstalk to occur. Spatial validation is required to

discriminate which of these predicted pathways have a

functional role in each of the injury conditions. However,

these data suggests that, although immune cell activation

and recruitment are essential for overall healing across

injury models, crosstalk betweenMPCs and these recruited

immune cells can drastically alter the overall inflammatory

status of the injury environment, likely contributing to

overall healing outcomes.

In addition to inflammatory immune cells, our data sug-

gest that activation of key inflammatory pathways may

also play a direct role in cell fate outcomes of MPCs in

the injury environments. HO MPCs showed enriched

expression of genes linked to the classic complement
pathway as well as increased production of the comple-

ment component C3. Although the complete function of

this pathway remains to be determined, complement acti-

vation in dental pulp has been shown to help initiate

regeneration (Chmilewsky et al., 2014), with specific com-

plement components such as C1q also connected to

activation of DDR2 (Hayuningtyas et al., 2021), potentially

regulating downstream mechanotransduction, recently

demonstrated to be critical in bone formation in the HO

(Huber et al., 2020) and P3 DTA injury models (Dolan

et al., 2021). In contrast, the P2 DTA MPCs showed prefer-

ential activation of Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling,

which has been linked previously to overall organ fibrosis

(Huebener and Schwabe 2013), including persisting

fibrosis in scleroderma (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017). The

importance of these inflammatory pathway activations

occurring in MPCs is highlighted by our comparison of

endochondral bone healing mediated in mouse HO

compared with the gold standard of regeneration in the

axolotl. These comparisons revealed that, although HO

and limb regeneration showed common activation of

wound healing, chondrogenic differentiation, and skeletal

morphogenesis, axolotl chondrocytes also enriched for

genes in typical inflammatory networks. This mirrored

activation of inflammatory pathways in the early P3 DTA

response, suggesting that modulation of these pathways

in the MPCs may hold significant sway in modulating

more favorable outcomes. In comparison with the fibrotic

injuries, regenerative P3 DTA MPCs showed preferential

activation of inflammatory pathways such as NF-kB and

IL-1 in the MPCs. Previous studies have suggested a role

of NF-kB in proliferation of synoviocytes in rheumatoid

arthritis (Samimi et al., 2020), and reducing expression of

canonical NF-kB has been linked to differentiation of mus-

cle (Canicio et al., 2001) and embryonic stem cells (Arm-

strong et al., 2006; Deng et al., 2019). Similarly, IL-1

signaling has been shown to promote hematopoietic pro-

genitor cell proliferation and cell survival (Orelio et al.,

2009) and drive early stages of cardiac fibroblast remodel-

ing after infarction (Bageghni et al., 2019).

Our data suggest that, although MPCs derived from

different injuries may share a common early response,

ECM deposition, interaction, and morphogen signaling

is finely tuned in an outcome-specific fashion to deter-

mine healing mechanisms. This fine tuning is extended

to crosstalk between MPCs and cells of the immune sys-

tem. Response to inflammation through immune cell

interaction or direct regulation of MPCs refines signaling

cascades to determine the type and extent of the repair

response. Understanding these signals could help

enhance healing under conditions of repair or regenera-

tion while controlling or preventing ectopic or aberrant

tissue formation.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Additional details regarding animal models, computational ana-

lyses, antibody staining, and data availability can be found in

the supplemental data.

Trajectory analysis
MPCs fromHO, P3DTA, and P2DTAwere isolated based onmarker

expression and subjected to trajectory analysis using the R package

Monocle. Root states were manually determined based on en-

riched abundance of cells at time points taken shortly after injury.

Pseudotime values were then assigned and individually scaled

within each injury type according to the lowest (0%) and highest

(100%) pseudotime value to represent percent recovery. Next,

genes that showed a correlative expressionwith pseudotime values

were calculated and grouped into theminimumnumber of clusters

to identify genes preferentially expressed in the early injury phase

only. For chondrogenic analysis, trajectory states enriched for

chondrogenic markers were selected for branched expression anal-

ysis modeling (BEAM). As above, genes were clustered at the min-

imum level needed to identify genes enriched in the chondrogenic

state.

Pathway analyses
All pathway analyseswere conducted using theDatabase for Anno-

tation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) (Huang

et al., 2009) using significantly regulated genes. To quantify

pathway activation, curated gene lists were assembled from

KEGG pathways (Table S2) and quantified using the

AddModuleScore function of Seurat (Stuart et al., 2019). Overall

pathway activationwas defined as themodular score for activation

minus the modular score for inhibition.

Interaction analysis
Pairwise, strength-weighted interaction analyses were conducted

using the R package CellChat (Jin et al., 2021). Predictive ligand-re-

ceptor pairs were identified by individually analyzing each injury

dataset separately. To determine differentially expressed ligands,

receptors, and downstream targets, the R package NicheNet (Bro-

waeys et al. 2020) was used.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.stemcr.2022.08.011.
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